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What spaces and technical events are producing decisions that affect fundamental rights when

talking about datafication?

Amplifying Global South Voices in Digital Rights Policymaking

Private Meeting

ITU ITU IETF

Group 1

Group 2 (Boye, Eliana,

Heloísa, Swati, and

Vinay)

Group 3 (Gbenga, Lia,

Sara, Rafael and

Nayantara)

What are your learnings and obstacles when trying to participate in these technical spaces, being an

activist from the Global South?

Difficult of

mapping

and seeting

the priorities

While getting to the

forum itself is a

challenge, once

there it takes a lot of

effort (time, resource

and expertise) to

contribute there

ITU is really

divided into

silos. They do

not

communicate to

each other

OECD

Word Bank

(Digital ID)

UN

IEEE

Global

Privacy

Assembly

(GPA)

ICANN

World Bank UNDP

ISO

UNESCO

(Ethical

audits for AI)

IEEE

ITU ICANN

W3C

UN Working

Groups

(Cybersecurity

Standards)

Being more

reactive

rather than

proactive

Funding to

attend and

follow all the

meeting

Assimetry of

Information

Barrier of

entries like

builidng trust

and personal

relationships

Resources

(Advocacy

consultacy)

Lot of

information

asymmetry.

Time and

resource

intensive

Not enough

hands, very few

people engaged

in multiple

processes.

Some forums

require specified

technical skills,

which organisations

might not be able to

havee

Civil society orgs

in the global

north tend to be

better funded

than those in the

global south

Time is a

problem. ITU

takes three

weeks and the

plenipot is each

four years

It is difficult to

justify paying for

someone to be in

those meetings

without clear

results

ISO standards are

closed, you cannot

share and they are

paid. You need to

pay to access the

final standards

(economic barrier)

Resources to hire

technical staff to

engage at these levels;

need for a technical

vocabulary to engage,

Resources to attend

meetings

Closed processes

& systems that

don't allow

sharing of

finalised

standards. 

ITU-S

(Spectrum)

ISO (Smart

Cities

Groups)

Accessibility and protocols

for rights for people with

disabilities

WP

(Standard)

Global

Partnership

for AI (GPAI)

Robotics, nudging

World

Economic

Forum (4th

Industrial

Revolution)

Review of

Privacy

Guidelines

Digital

Security

OECD

AI

WTO (Trade

rules)

Language of fundamental rights

Mostly focused on

government standards and

very technical

conversations

Smart lightening in the

cities

Facial recognition

standards (accuracy)

Conterterrorism

eLAC

Nudging

(manipulative

technologies)

Majority of funders

tend to be from the

Global North and are

not in sync with the

realities of what is

required in the Global

South (capacity

building for example)

Impact metrics of

funders are

sometimes not

workable in a

global south

context

GSMA

Agenda is  set,

and we (global

south activists)

are only invited

once agenda is

set.

Sometimes we

are invited just

to fulfil a

"diversity

quota"

Most of these

forums are situated

in the global north,

and access (in terms

of visa and travel

costs) is not easy

Unesco

Ethical

Assessment

Additional

emotional and

mental resources

also needed for

activists from the

global south

Financial

Action Task

Force

Some working

groups are in

London or other

locations that are

inadequate for

Global South

countries

Data

sharing

protocoal

Governments in the

global south are more

volatile, and

democratic processes

(regarding rule

making) in the global

north are usually more

solid

You need to have

the same person

attending for a very

long time and it is a

problem if someone

change

Framing of issue

comes from a global

north understanding

and does not always

make sense for the

global south.

It can be a waste of

human resources

(staying too long in

one technical

meeting and not

doing advocacy work

that is really needed)

The

pandemia

make it

easier

need government

stewardship / good

relations with

government to be

part of the country

delegation

Paid

membership

to access

working

groups

Cultural

contexts of the

global south

are entirely

ignored

Cybercrime

There is a

fundamental

problem of having

resources for 5

years (capacity

building)

Long time

results and

repetition

Finding allies in

private sector or

other bodies,

that countries in

the global north

are able to do

Language

barrier

It will not work if

the decision is

not made and

included in the

strategic plan of

the NGO

Issues that are

important to

the global

south are not

discussed

Patronising

attitude

towards

global south

abilities

Long Cycle

Long time

results and

repetition

Mapping the

(thematically)

alliances and

approaches

Governments in the

global south

sometimes speak a

different language

(with regard to digital)

than civil society /

governments might

not have the capacity

OAS

Language

(Acronyms, the

narrative, the

framings and

vocabulary)


